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Ladies and Gentlemen:
Subj:

lNITlATION OF NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION ACT CONSULTATION
REGARDING NA VAL SHJPY ARD INFRASTRUCTURE OPTIM IZATlON
PROGRAM

Per sections 106 and 110 of 54 U.S.C. § 3061 07 and 54 U.S.C. § 306108, the U.S. Navy is initiating
consultation to develop a Nationwide Programmatic Agreement (NPA) to address historic preservation
planning and project implementation to optimize critical ship maintenance functions at the Naval
Shipyards. This lt:Uer introduces the Shipyard Infrastructure Optimization Program (SIOP) and the
Navy's plan for consultation on the NPA, per 36 CFR 800. 14(b). Additional infonnation about SIOP and
the Naval Shipyards can be found in enclosures I and 2.
SIOP was established pursuant to the 2018 National Defense Authorization Act, which required the
Navy to address critical ship maintenance performance gaps, and to deve lop a public shipyard
infrastructure strategy and plan to significantly improve the U.S. Navy's capabi lity to maintain its
nuc lear-powered vessels. The Naval Shipyards are essential components of our national defense that
directly support Fleet operations by providing critical overhaul and maintenance of aircraft carriers and
submarines. Currently, SIOP planning focuses on the main maintenance sites where nuclear-powered
vessel depot maintenance is performed: Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard, Hawaii; Puget Sound Naval
Shipyard, Washington; Norfolk Naval Shipyard, Virginia; and Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Maine. As
deve lopment continues over SIOP's projected 20-year program, the U.S. Navy anticipates that additional
sh ipyard support areas will require optimization.
The primary goal o f the infrastructure optimization program is to increase overall shipyard
productivity through industrial re-engineering and strategic investments in facilities, utilities, and
equipment. Infrastructure optimization actions with the potential to affect historic properties may include
demolition, new construction, and adaptive use.
In support of SIOP, the U.S. Navy proposes to develop the NPA to incorporate historic preservation
planning to address the unique requirements of this complex planning and investment process, and the
interests of stakeholders. The U.S. Navy plans to consult on the development of the NPA with the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation; the National Conference of State Historic Preservation
Officers; the National Park Service; State Historic Preservation Officers for Hawaii, Maine, Virginia, and
Washington; Native Hawaiian Organizations and Indian Tribes; interested historic preservation
organizations; and the public.
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The U.S.Navy's point of contact is Mr. William Manley from Commander,Navy Installations
Command, who may be contacted at commercial: (202) 685-9324, or e-mail: william.manley@navy.mil.
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Shipyard Infrastructure Optimization Program Information
1. The Navy’s four public shipyards, Norfolk Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Puget
Sound Naval Shipyard and Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard, as well as Intermediate Maintenance
Facilities are essential elements of our national defense. The public shipyards are governmentowned and -operated to ensure effective and timely maintenance for the Navy’s ships to meet
required Fleet material readiness. Their primary mission is to provide depot-level maintenance so
that the Navy’s nuclear-powered aircraft carriers and submarines are available to meet the nation’s
needs. Ship depot-level maintenance involves materiel maintenance or repair requiring the overhaul,
upgrading, or rebuilding of parts, assemblies, or subassemblies, and testing and reclamation of
equipment, as necessary. Ship intermediate-level maintenance includes calibrating, repairing, or
replacing damaged parts; manufacturing critical unavailable parts; and providing technical assistance.
2. The current condition, configuration, and location of supporting facilities, dry docks and
equipment limits the improvements that can be made to the Naval Shipyards. Planned growth in both
the nuclear powered aircraft carrier (CVN) and current and future attack submarine (SSN) force
required to support the nation’s needs will further exacerbate these challenges. The shortfalls in
current capacity were documented in a Government Accountability Office (GAO) report (Actions
Needed to Improve Poor Conditions that Affect Operations, GAO 17-548, September 2017) that
found that the inadequate and ill-configured dry docks, facilities and equipment at the Naval
Shipyards affect their ability to meet the Navy’s mission requirements.
3. The Shipyard Infrastructure Optimization Program (SIOP) will provide the engineering analysis
and strategy for the optimal placement of facilities and major equipment at each public shipyard to
improve shipyard performance to ensure that the Naval Shipyards are meeting the Fleet’s needs. The
initial estimated cost to implement this plan over 20 years is $21B. As data-driven program solutions
and alternatives are developed, the Navy will integrate environmental analyses throughout the
planning and decision-making process, to include consideration and consultation regarding the
historic, architectural and engineering significance of resources at each of the public shipyards.
The plan focuses on three major issues for each of the Naval Shipyards:
• Dry dock capacity, configuration and survivability
• Facility layout and optimization
• Capital equipment modernization
Dry-Dock Capacity, Configuration, and Survivability
1. Dry-dock modifications are necessary to support USS GERALD R FORD Class (CVN, the
current class of nuclear-powered aircraft carrier), USS VIRGINIA Class (SSN, current class of
nuclear-powered submarine), and next-generation submarines, and to provide seismic and flood
protection improvements. The dry-dock capacity deficit noted in GAO Report 17-548 may be further
aggravated by unplanned emergent U.S. Navy Fleet repairs and unanticipated national security
contingencies. If not improved, an estimated 68 major scheduled maintenance periods will be missed
or delayed, primarily due to dry-dock obsolescence. Navy vessels require regular maintenance to
operate safely and effectively, and missed or delayed maintenance decrements the expected lifespan
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of the vessel. Successful implementation of the SIOP is anticipated to restore 67 of the 68 scheduled
maintenance periods.
Facility Layout and Optimization
1. The Naval Shipyards comprise an infrastructure primarily designed for ship construction using
early 20th century industrial models. Few major updates have been made since the early 20th
century. Constrained facilities and functional layouts create significant production inefficiencies for
the maintenance mission required for today’s nuclear-powered ships.
2. The material condition of the Naval Shipyard production facilities is poor (per Department of
Defense (DoD) facilities conditions standards). These facilities and supported functions are not
arranged or configured to best support nuclear-powered submarine or aircraft carrier depotmaintenance throughput.
3. Steps I and II of the SIOP involve analysis of current workflow and development of design
strategies to optimize the four public shipyards to best execute current and future mission
requirements, and address the deficiencies identified in another GAO report (Key Actions Remain to
Improve Infrastructure to Better Support Navy Operations, GAO-20-64, November 2019). The goal
is to reduce, at a minimum, personnel and material travel and movement performed for each future
submarine and aircraft carrier availability by an average of 65 percent, which equates to recovering
328K man-days of work per year. Reducing the duration of maintenance activities is a key step to
improving overall performance of mission-critical work at each shipyard.
4. Further analysis will refine these estimates and, when combined with other ongoing industrial
engineering innovations and capital improvements, will lead to larger process improvements within
the facilities themselves that will result in significant increases in productive capacity.
Capital-Equipment Modernization and Location Optimization
1. Most capital-equipment infrastructure at the Naval Shipyards is well beyond effective service
life, obsolete, unsupported by original equipment manufacturers, and at operational risk. The
private-sector’s average age for industrial equipment is 7 to 10 years, while the Naval Shipyards’
average age for capital equipment is 24 years. Nearly 70 percent of shipyard capital equipment is
more than 10 years old, and almost 40 percent is more than 20 years old. Continued reliance on this
aged equipment infrastructure increases submarine and aircraft carrier depot-maintenance availability
costs and places schedules at risk. Modernizing capital equipment at the Naval Shipyards is essential
to improve efficiency, reduce costs, meet future capabilities and provide Fleet readiness.
2. Additional equipment investments are also needed to support new mission requirements,
including USS VIRGINIA Class availabilities at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and Pearl Harbor
Naval Shipyard and Intermediate Maintenance Facility, USS VIRGINIA Class introduction at
Norfolk Naval Shipyard, and USS GERALD R FORD Class introduction at Norfolk Naval Shipyard
and Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and Intermediate Maintenance Facility.
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Norfolk Naval Shipyard
Portsmouth, Virginia

Cultural Resources Fact Sheet

Figure 1. Present-Day View of the Norfolk Naval Shipyard

Location

History

Located in Portsmouth, Virginia, Norfolk Naval Shipyard
(NNSY) stands on the west bank of the Elizabeth River’s
Southern Branch. NNSY’s 1,275-acre operational base
includes the 465-acre main site and four nearby noncontiguous annexes, also sited alongside the Elizabeth River, in Portsmouth and Chesapeake. The main site’s waterfront Industrial Area Precinct includes ship berthing,
maintenance, and repair facilities, with five operable dry
docks and four major piers. Approximately 5,000-6,000
military personnel and 11,000 civilians work at NNSY.
Between 1,500 and 3,000 contractors work at the shipyard daily, providing support and services.

Norfolk Naval Shipyard has continuously operated for
over 250 years under four flags—Britain, the State of Virginia, the Confederate Navy, and the United States Navy.
In 1798, the newly created Department of the Navy chose
the circa-1767 Gosport Shipyard as a prime location for
shipbuilding, purchasing it from Virginia in June 1801.
Opening the nation’s first operating dry dock in 1833 further solidified the importance of this base for the Chesapeake.

Mission
NNSY’s mission is to improve the US Navy’s fleet abilities through repairing, overhauling, and modernizing
ships, aircraft carriers, and submarines. Throughout the
shipyard’s two centuries its mission has changed several
times—shipbuilding, education, munitions production
—but it has remained steadfast in its commitment to
continuously serving the fleet with quality work, on
schedule, and within budget. With the proposed
changes under shipyard modernization, NNSY will
focus on modernizing the shipyard’s dry docks;
updating facility layouts to increase efficient production
and service to the fleet; and investing in innovative
equipment and technology.
Norfolk Naval Shipyard — Cultural Resources Fact Sheets

Gosport’s geographic position and status made it a desirable entity during the Civil War. After seizing Gosport
from the Union in April 1861, the Confederate Navy salvaged the scuttled U.S.S. Merrimack. With the addition of
steam engines and metal superstructure over its hull, the
Merrimack, rechristened the C.S.S. Virginia, engaged the
U.S.S. Monitor in the Battle of Hampton Roads in March
1862, the world’s first ironclad conflict. Union forces retook the devastated Gosport in May 1862, renaming it the
U.S. Navy Yard, Norfolk, Virginia.
During World War I, workers constructed Dry Docks 4, 6,
and 7, and several monumental steel-frame buildings
within the Industrial Precinct. World War II further increased the shipyard’s workforce, buildings, and production. New structures included Dry Dock 8 and another
significant extant structure, Hammerhead Crane. By the
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Cultural Resources Fact Sheet

Figure 2. Harper’s Weekly Illustration of the Norfolk Naval Shipyard, 1861

end of World War II, more than 250 new ships had been
commissioned and thousands of ships repaired at
the yard. In 1945, the shipyard was officially designated
Norfolk Naval Shipyard (NNSY), the name it retains.
As the shipyard entered the 1960s-1970s Cold War
era, Dry Docks 1 and 2 were converted to
accommodate regular and nuclear submarines. In the
early 1970s, NNSY erected “Rickover’s Fence,”
separating sensitive and non-sensitive areas of the
installation, which has continued into the 21st century.

buildings, and looming portal cranes of the 20th-century
Industrial Precinct. The NNSY Historic District’s period of
significance extends from 1827, when the shipyard’s earliest extant structures were planned, to 1945, when
the shipyard achieved its present overall ayout. There
are eight identified archaeological sites on NNSY
main site; five have been determined to be potentially
eligible for listing on the NRHP. These sites generally
range from the 18th to 20th centuries, with one site
containing intact pre-military deposits.

Historic Properties
The Norfolk Naval Shipyard Historic District has
been determined eligible for the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP), and is listed in the Virginia
Landmarks Register. Dry Dock 1, designed and
constructed between 1827 and 1833, is the shipyard’s
sole National Historic Landmark. NNSY’s 469.59-acre
historic district encompasses the main site and holds
206 resources, 86 of which are contributing buildings,
structures, and one site. It is eligible under Criterion C
and Criterion A. Areas of significance include Military,
Industry, Transportation, Architecture, and Engineering.
Buildings and structures within the district illustrate the
development of American naval shipyards, as
evidenced by Gosport Precinct, the 19th-century
shipyard distinguished by brick buildings and a grid
format, versus the monumental steel frame
Norfolk Naval Shipyard — Cultural Resources Fact Sheets

Figure 3. Dry Dock 1, 1933
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Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and Intermediate
Maintenance Facility
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii

Cultural Resources Fact Sheet

Figure 1. Present-Day View of the Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard

Location

History

Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard & Intermediate Maintenance Facility (PHNSY & IMF) is located on Joint Base
Pearl Harbor-Hickam on the southern shore of the Island
of Oahu, Hawai‘i. PHNSY & IMF encompasses 148 acres
and is located in the ahupua‘a of Hālawa in the moku of
‘Ewa. Pearl Harbor itself, or Pu‘uloa, consists of about 36
miles of shoreline divided into three distinct lochs that
share a narrow outlet. PHNSY & IMF is located on the
shore of East Loch near Ford Island and the Pearl Harbor
National Memorial.

The archaeological record indicates that Pearl Harbor
was a favorable location for traditional Hawaiian aquaculture. A total of 27 fishponds have been documented in
Pearl Harbor. The shipyard was known from historic
maps to be the site of three traditional Hawaiian fishponds, including Loko Pohaku, Loko Amana, and an unnamed fishpond. Based on radiocarbon dates and traditional accounts, these fishponds were initially constructed
during the fourteenth century, and used through the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries. However, these
former fishponds have been filled at least since 1919,
as the location w a s used for industrial activities associated with the shipyard.

Mission
Located on the island of O`ahu, Hawaii, PHNSY & IMF’s
strategic location is a vital waypoint and defensive outpost between the U.S. mainland and the rest of the AsiaPacific region. As the largest industrial employer in Hawaii, with approximately 5,800 civilian employees and
500 active duty military personnel, PHNSY & IMF’s mission supports the maintenance and modernization of the
U.S. Pacific Fleet. PHNSY & IMF currently supports Los
Angeles-class submarines and is looking to the future
and bringing on more modern lines of submarines. For
the foreseeable future, PHNSY & IMF’s nuclear maintenance workload will remain steady or increase.

Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard & IMF — Cultural Resources Fact Sheets

Pearl Harbor became an active naval facility in the late1880s when King Kalākaua granted the U.S. exclusive
rights to enter Pearl Harbor and establish a coaling and
repair station. In 1908, the U.S. Congress established
Pearl Harbor Navy Yard, Territory of Hawaii and authorized $3 million to build it. Over the next 11 years, Pearl
Harbor channels and lochs were enlarged and dredged,
shops and supply houses constructed, and Dry Dock No.
1 opened. In the mid-1930s, further efforts were made to
improve the entrance channel and build repair facilities
that would make Pearl Harbor a major overhaul base with
capabilities equal to those at Mare Island (closed 1996)
and Puget Sound naval shipyards. By May of 1940, Pearl
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Cultural Resources Fact Sheet

Figure 2. Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard, 1941

Harbor Navy Yard had a dry dock capable of holding the
largest warships, a marine railway for smaller ones, an
industrial plant for repairing and maintaining these ships,
numerous support facilities, and abundant mooring and
docking locations for ships, including a berthing area
along the eastern side of Ford Island that was commonly
called “Battleship Row.” During 1940-1941, construction
of new facilities was undertaken at a rapid pace including
new permanent dry docks and expansion of the supply
depot. President Franklin D. Roosevelt transferred the
U.S. Fleet to Pearl Harbor as a presumed deterrent to
Japanese aggression in the Pacific, but 18 months later,
on December 7, 1941, the forces of the Imperial Navy of
Japan targeted Pearl Harbor and thrust America into
World War II. Twenty-one ships were damaged and/or
sunk in the attack and over 2400 Americans killed. Pearl
Harbor Navy Yard provided pivotal support during the
war effort and significantly contributed to the hard-fought
victory in World War II.
After the war, the official name of the facility was
changed to Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard. While there
was little new construction in the decades following the
war, the shipyard continued to support the Fleet in major
U.S. military operations including the Korean Conflict, the
Vietnam War, and the Cold War. During the Korean Conflict, the shipyard provided ship repairs and prepared
mothballed ships for active service. In 1959, the shipyard
was designated as the planning shipyard for Regulus
and Permit class submarines and also began performing
Fleet Rehabilitation and Modernization (FRAM) work on
both submarines and destroyers in an effort to extend
the life of the ships. Throughout the Cold War, Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard provided support for a variety of Navy programs that enhanced and upgraded vessels with
the latest technological advancements. PHNSY and the
IMF were consolidated in 1998 to capitalize on the combined capabilities of the two elements.

Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard & IMF — Cultural Resources Fact Sheets

Historic Properties
The U.S. Naval Base, Pearl Harbor was listed as a National Historic Landmark (NHL) in 1964. The nomination
and boundaries were revised and amended in 1974 and
again in 1978. The NHL encompasses PHNSY & IMF
and the surrounding water, land, and facilities. The NHL
was determined to have significance under Criteria A and
C in the areas of military, engineering, and industry.
There are other properties listed as NHLs, or individually
listed in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)
within the vicinity of PHNSY & IMF. There may be additional NRHP-eligible properties within and in the vicinity of
PHNSY & IMF.

Figure 3. Pearl Harbor Dry Dock, 1919
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Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
Kittery, Maine

Cultural Resources Fact Sheet

Figure 1. Present-Day View of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard

Location
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard (PNSY) is located in the
Town of Kittery, Maine at the southernmost tip of the
state, and is approximately 50 miles from Boston, Massachusetts, Portland, Maine, and Manchester, New Hampshire. PNSY occupies approximately 280 acres on
Seavey Island, situated at the mouth of the Piscataqua
River between Portsmouth, New Hampshire and Kittery,
Maine.

Mission
Established on June 12, 1800 as one of the six original
naval shipyards, Portsmouth is the Nation’s oldest continuously operating Naval Shipyard. Originally developed to
build wooden ships for the Navy’s Fleet, the shipyard’s
mission evolved as technologies changed. During World
War I, PNSY took on a new and important role, the construction of submarines-in addition to the overhaul and
repair of surface vessels. Portsmouth continued to build

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard — Cultural Resources Fact Sheets

submarines until 1969. Today, Portsmouth’s primary mission is the overhaul, repair and modernization of submarines. Portsmouth Naval Shipyard provides the U.S. Navy’s nuclear powered submarine fleet with quality overhaul work in a safe, timely and affordable manner.
Approximately 6,500 civilian employees currently work at
PNSY, along with 1,000 active duty military personnel
assigned to the Shipyard and Installation, submarine and
Coast Guard cutter crews and an additional 1,000 civilians assigned to tenant commands. Although PNSY functions primarily as an industrial facility for the overhauling
of submarines, it also provides support facilities for the
U.S. Navy Survival, Evasion, Resistance, & Escape
(SERE) School, the Naval Branch Health Clinic Portsmouth, U.S. Army New England Recruiting Battalion, the
Defense Logistics Agency, and the U.S. Coast Guard.
PNSY also supports military personnel with on-base
berthing, family-oriented programs, and recreational opportunities.
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Figure 2. Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, 1943

History
Located on what were originally five islands at the mouth
of the Piscataqua River, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
(PNSY) was established by Congress in 1800. Selected
for its geographic advantages and the availability of experienced shipbuilders, PNSY began by producing
wooden ships for the Navy. Evolving with Navy requirements, the Shipyard mission significantly transformed
during World War I. In 1917, PNSY designed and constructed the L-8, the first government-built submarine.
Shortly thereafter, in 1923, PNSY was designated as the
Navy’s primary submarine shipyard. World War II (WWII)
brought massive expansion to PNSY in support of the
increased demand for submarines. During WWII, PNSY
produced 77 submarines, approximately half of the US
submarine fleet. Following World War II, PNSY was
named the Navy’s center for submarine design and development. The research submarine, USS Albacore,
with its revolutionary “tear drop” shaped hull and round
cross section, was designed and launched at Portsmouth
in 1953. The Albacore set the standard for all subsequent submarine hull design world-wide. PNSY continued to build submarines until 1969, when the last submarine built in a public shipyard, the USS Sand Lance, was
launched. The mission was then realigned to function
exclusively as a submarine overhaul facility.

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard — Cultural Resources Fact Sheets

The archaeological record indicates that, typical of
coastal Maine, portions of the Shipyard were used by
Native Americans as transitory fishing and camping sites
during the pre-contact and post-contact eras. European
occupation of the Shipyard islands is documented beginning in the late seventeenth century. The islands were
used for residential occupation, and may have been used
for fish drying. As the Navy’s needs changed, they expanded by purchasing nearby islands and filling the areas
between them to create the one island known today.

Historic Properties
The Portsmouth Naval Shipyard Historic District was
listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1977,
and was expanded in 2008 to include two additional eligible districts. The District, which encompasses approximately two-thirds of Seavey Island, contains buildings,
structures, objects, and archaeological sites with a period
of significance ranging from 1800 - 1987. While additional criteria are likely applicable, the District was determined to have significance under Criteria A and C. Significant archaeological sites ranging from prehistoric to
Twentieth-Century Navy-related occupation have also been identified outside of the Historic District.
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Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and Intermediate
Maintenance Facility
Bremerton, Washington

Cultural Resources Fact Sheet

Figure 1. Present-Day View of the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard

Location
Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and Intermediate Maintenance Facility (PSNS & IMF) is a 179-acre Special Area
within the Naval Base Kitsap Bremerton (NBK Bremerton) fence line bordered by the City of Bremerton to the
north and east, NBK Bremerton to the west, and Sinclair
Inlet to the south. PSNS & IMF is the largest of the four
naval shipyards in the nation. PSNS & IMF has six dry
docks (over one-third of the total naval dry dock infrastructure) and employing over one-third of total naval
shipyard personnel with a 13,500+ person workforce.

Mission
PSNS & IMF performs maintenance on fast-attack (SSN),
ballistic-missile (SSBN), guided-missile nuclear (SSGN)
submarines, and nuclear aircraft carriers (CVN), houses
the only CVN-capable dry dock on the West Coast, com-

Puget Sound Naval Shipyard & IMF — Cultural Resources Fact Sheets

pletes nuclear defueling and inactivations of SSN, SSBN,
and SSGN submarines, is authorized to dispose of nuclear reactor compartments and recycle nuclear powered
ships, and completes nuclear refueling of SSBNs.
The PSNS & IMF mission has evolved since establishment in 1891, from ship repair and shipbuilding in World
War I (WW I), to repair of the Pacific Fleet and limited
shipbuilding during World War II (WWII), to vessel deactivation, carrier modernization and eventually submarine
repair and nuclear-capable repair and disposition. PSNS
& IMF anticipates a workload increase to support an
evolving and expanding mission. New responsibilities
include: servicing the new FORD Class carriers, transitioning to a 12-carrier Navy, longer operational and shorter maintenance periods required for Pacific theater operations, and increasing inactivation, reactor compartment
disposal (RCD), and recycling (REC) submarine throughput.
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Historic Properties
NBK Bremerton has been in operation as a Navy installation since 1891. Many of the buildings in use within the
PSNS-IMF Special Area, known as the Controlled Industrial Area (CIA) have historic significance and are listed or
determined to be eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). Most of the eastern half of the CIA
is covered by the Navy Yard Puget Sound National Historic Landmark (NHL) District, which includes 22 buildings, five dry docks, and associated structures and piers.
The NHL period of significance is 1938 – 1945, with generally heavy industrial facilities contributing for their direct
and primary use for large warship repair and construction
during WWII.

Figure 2. Dry Dock 2, 1931

History
The site that is now NBK Bremerton was established as
Puget Sound Naval Station in 1891 and Dry Dock 1 (DD1), the first major structure, was completed in 1896. The
original 90-acre site was designated as Navy Yard Puget
Sound (NYPS) in 1901 and operated as a repair facility.
During WW I (1917-1918) the Shipyard expanded to shipbuilding and added hundreds of new ships and boats to
the Allied war. During the Great Depression (1929-1939),
the Shipyard expanded as part of the 1933 National Industrial Recovery Act. As the United States moved closer
to war with Japan, NYPS reduced its shipbuilding capacity to smaller warships and reserved its facilities for vessel
repair. NYPS’s workforce peaked during WWII at 32,500
personnel, when its primary mission was the repair of
Pacific Fleet warships damaged in battle. On November
30, 1945, NYPS’s name was changed to the Puget
Sound Naval Shipyard (PSNS) and its mission changed
from repair to deactivation of Pacific Fleet vessels. PSNS
also modernized aircraft carriers, which included converting conventional flight decks to the angled decks used by
the new jet aircraft. During the Korean Conflict (19501953) PSNS reactivated many ships in the reserve
“mothball” fleet and deactivated them again in 1954. During the 1950s the Shipyard entered into a new era of construction building two guided missile frigates. In 1961, the
Shipyard was designated as a submarine repair facility.
By 1965 PSNS was established as a nuclear-capable
repair facility. The shipyard underwent a new building
construction program in the 1960s. In the early 1970s,
the Shipyard went through a modernization program resulting in major changes in the facilities capabilities and
appearance. In the 1990s, PSNS pioneered an environmentally safe method to dispose nuclear-powered vessels. Today, PSNS is the largest and most diverse shipyard on the West Coast and one of Washington State’s
largest industrial complexes.

Puget Sound Naval Shipyard & IMF — Cultural Resources Fact Sheets

In 2018, a survey of historic buildings within the CIA identified a NRHP-eligible historic district, the Puget Sound
Naval Shipyard Historic District, with the same boundary
as the CIA. The contributing resources span the period
between purchase of the site and end of Cold War. Resources built within the CIA during this period of significance hold significance under one or more of three historic contexts: 1891–1945, Cold War, and Naval Shipyard
Architecture.
NBK Bremerton, outside of the CIA and PSNS & IMF
Special Area is also home to four additional NRHP-listed
historic districts:
•

The Officers' Row Historic District, constructed between 1896 and 1913, contains an integrated architectural unit of housing. The buildings symbolize the
Navy's need to provide housing for the officers responsible for the activities within the shipyard and
industrial area.

•

The Marine Reservation Historic District buildings,
constructed between 1911 and 1914, symbolize the
role the Marine Corps played as a security and training arm of the United States Navy from 1896 to 1977.

•

The Hospital Reservation Historic District buildings,
constructed between 1923 and 1942, symbolize the
United States commitment to medical care and to the
Navy’s need to provide housing for medical workers
within Puget Sound prior to WWII.

•

The Puget Sound Radio Station Historic District, constructed between 1894 and 1941, symbolizes the
roles which the station and shipyard played during
the developing years of radio technology from 1906
through WW II.
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